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Abstract Energetic constraints on precipitation are useful for understanding the response

of the hydrological cycle to ongoing climate change, its response to possible geoengi-

neering schemes, and the limits on precipitation in very warm climates of the past. Much

recent progress has been made in quantifying the different forcings and feedbacks on

precipitation and in understanding how the transient responses of precipitation and tem-

perature might differ qualitatively. Here, we introduce the basic ideas and review recent

progress. We also examine the extent to which energetic constraints on precipitation may

be viewed as radiative constraints and the extent to which they are confirmed by available

observations. Challenges remain, including the need to better demonstrate the link between

energetics and precipitation in observations and to better understand energetic constraints

on precipitation at sub-global length scales.
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1 Introduction

It is not surprising that energetics play an important role in determining global-mean

precipitation given that surface evaporation is ultimately driven by solar radiation.1
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In the context of climate change, we speak of energetics placing a constraint on precipi-

tation in the sense that precipitation must change in such a way that the energy budget of

the atmosphere (or the surface) continues to balance. We will work primarily with the

energy budget of the atmosphere because its relatively small heat capacity facilitates

analysis of transient changes in precipitation; the surface energy budget may also be

usefully analyzed in a climate change context (Boer 1993; Richter and Xie 2008; Andrews

et al. 2009; Lorenz et al. 2010). A schematic view of the global atmospheric energy budget

is shown in Fig. 1. We begin by considering the energy budget of the entire atmosphere

from the surface to the top of the atmosphere. The perturbation budget between two

climates may be written as

LdP ¼ dRTOA � dRSFC � dSH ð1Þ

where L is the latent heat of condensation (assumed constant for simplicity), P is the

precipitation rate, RTOA and RSFC are the net radiation fluxes at the top of the atmosphere

(TOA) and at the surface (SFC), respectively, SH is the surface sensible heat flux, and d
denotes the difference between the two climates.2 Thus, changes in precipitation are

directly related to changes in the radiative cooling of the atmosphere and the surface

sensible heat flux. For a change in surface temperature, the resulting change in radiative

cooling may be calculated to first order by assuming invariant relative humidity and a

moist adiabatic lapse rate in the free troposphere. More generally, the changes in all

radiative forcing agents, surface air temperature difference, and surface sensible heat flux

must also be taken into account. This energetic approach is often more straightforward than

understanding the precipitation response in terms of changes in large-scale circulations or

convective mass fluxes that are themselves mediated by relatively subtle changes in

atmospheric stability.

The energetic constraint described above was already discussed in some detail in the

early work of Mitchell et al. (1987). Allen and Ingram (2002) showed how it could be used

to understand the response of precipitation to climate change in different climate model

simulations, and Pierrehumbert (2002) showed how the surface energy budget constrained

precipitation in very warm climates. More recently, there has been considerable progress in

using the energetic perspective to better quantify and understand several aspects of the

response of precipitation to climate change: the feedbacks influencing the rate of change of

precipitation under warming (e.g., Stephens and Ellis 2008; Previdi 2010), how the
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the energy
budgets of the atmosphere and of
the atmosphere above cloud base,
as described in the text; LCL is
the lifted condensation level.
[Following Fig. 1 of Takahashi
(2009a)]

2 Positive fluxes of energy are upwards and all fluxes are averaged globally and over sufficiently long times
that we may neglect changes in energy and water storage in the energy budget of a given climate state.
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response of precipitation varies depending on the climate forcing agent (e.g., Andrews

et al. 2010), and how precipitation responds on ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ timescales (e.g.,

Lambert and Faull 2007; Bala et al. 2010). In all of these cases, it is useful and natural to

think of precipitation and evaporation as energy fluxes. Even for regional changes in

precipitation, it is possible to usefully adopt an energetic approach (Muller and O’Gorman

2011).

The energetic constraint does not suggest that global-mean precipitation scales with the

amount of water vapor in the atmosphere, although water vapor does play an important

radiative role and can, therefore, be related to changes in precipitation through energetic

arguments (Stephens and Ellis 2008; Allan 2009; Stephens and Hu 2010). Precipitation

intensity or precipitation extremes, on the other hand, could be expected to be more

directly affected by changes in water vapor concentrations and increase with warming at a

faster rate than global-mean precipitation (Allen and Ingram 2002; Trenberth et al. 2003;

Pall et al. 2007); recent results suggest that vertical gradients of specific humidity or

surface specific humidities are relevant for precipitation extremes (O’Gorman and

Schneider 2009a, b; Schneider et al. 2010; Muller et al. 2011; Romps 2011). Several

authors have argued that this implies a reduction in the overall frequency of precipitation

(e.g., Trenberth 1999, 2011; Allen and Ingram 2002; Trenberth et al. 2003; Stephens and

Hu 2010). Decreases in precipitation frequency are seen in the subtropics in model sim-

ulations of warmed climates (e.g., Sun et al. 2007), and there is observational evidence for

decreases in mean precipitation in tropical regions with mean descent (e.g., Allan et al.

2010), but it is important to note that the precipitation distribution could adjust in ways

other than a simple decrease in frequency (Muller et al. 2011). Similar arguments have

been made for a decrease in the strength of the circulation (e.g., Held and Soden 2006),

although, again, the required magnitude of the circulation change is difficult to estimate

from first principles (Schneider et al. 2010). We do not pursue the implications for pre-

cipitation frequency or circulation changes further, but rather focus on the radiative or

energetic constraints themselves.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the modern understanding of

energetic constraints on precipitation under climate change, to describe some of the major

recent developments, and to examine in detail some of the key open questions. We begin

by discussing the extent to which the atmospheric energetic constraint on global-mean

precipitation may be viewed as a radiative constraint (Sect. 2) and to what extent energetics

place an upper bound on global-mean precipitation (Sect. 3). We discuss the factors

contributing to the rate of change of precipitation under climate change (Sect. 4), how

these combine to determine the transient precipitation response (Sect. 5), and how the

energetic perspective on precipitation changes may be extended to regional precipitation

(Sect. 6). We then address the important issue of the extent to which observed changes in

precipitation may be related to observed changes in net radiative cooling (Sect. 7). We

conclude with a summary and a discussion of remaining challenges (Sect. 8).

2 Radiative or Energetic Constraint?

The energetic constraint on global-mean precipitation is often thought of as a radiative

constraint in which latent heat release balances radiative cooling, but it clearly also

involves the surface sensible heat flux (Eq. 1). Changes in surface sensible heat flux under

climate change are not negligible; the upward sensible heat flux decreases in climate model

simulations of greenhouse-gas driven warming (O’Gorman and Schneider 2008; Stephens
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and Ellis 2008; Liepert and Previdi 2009; Bala et al. 2010) and in response to increases in

insolation (Bala et al. 2010), but may increase with warming in response to aerosol forcing

(Liepert and Previdi 2009). One might, therefore, question if the radiative cooling of the

atmosphere is really a constraint on precipitation, since the sensible heat flux could in

principle adjust to accommodate a given radiative cooling (e.g., by changes in the air-sea

temperature difference), so that a minimal model of the atmospheric or surface energy

balance must take into account boundary layer transfer in order to constrain precipitation

(Pierrehumbert 2002; Le Hir et al. 2009). Takahashi (2009a) proposed a simple model that

avoids some of these difficulties by working with the atmospheric energy balance above

cloud base (Fig. 1). Assuming that condensation only occurs above the lifted condensation

level (LCL), it may be argued that the primary relevant balance is between latent heating

and the radiative cooling above the LCL

LdP ’ dRTOA � dRLCL: ð2Þ

This approximate balance relies on the lower level used (nominally the LCL) being below

the level of substantial latent heating and above the level of substantial boundary layer dry

sensible heat fluxes. It also neglects vertical dry static energy fluxes across the LCL

associated with the large-scale circulation. We will refer to it as the free-atmospheric

radiative constraint on precipitation (even though the LCL and the top of the boundary

layer need not coincide).

Here, we test the accuracy of the free-atmospheric radiative constraint on precipitation in

statistical-equilibrium simulations with an idealized general circulation model (GCM) over

a wide range of climates (Fig. 2). The GCM is based on a version of the Geophysical Fluid

Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) dynamical core, but with simplified moist parameterizations,
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Fig. 2 Global-mean precipitation (solid line with circles) versus global-mean surface air temperature in two
series of statistical-equilibrium simulations with an idealized GCM in which a the optical depth of the
longwave absorber is varied and b the solar constant is varied. The filled circles indicate the reference
simulation (common to both series) which has the climate most similar to present-day Earth’s. The red
dashed lines show the net radiative loss of the atmosphere, the blue dashed lines show the net radiative loss
of the free atmosphere (above r = 0.86), and the green dashed lines show the net absorbed solar radiation at
the surface (all in equivalent precipitation units of mm day-1)
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a two-stream semi-gray radiation scheme without cloud radiative effects, and a slab-ocean

lower boundary condition (Frierson et al. 2006; Frierson 2007; O’Gorman and Schneider

2008). The climate is varied in one set of simulations by changing the longwave optical

depth to mimic changes in greenhouse-gas concentrations with shortwave (SW) radiative

heating held constant (Fig. 2a), as described in O’Gorman and Schneider (2008). We also

present a new set of simulations in which the climate is varied by changing the solar

constant over a range from 0.58 to 1.70 of the reference value (Fig. 2b). Although the

radiation scheme is highly simplified, these simulations serve to illustrate the basic role of

energetic constraints on precipitation over a wide range of climates—more realistic radi-

ative transfer will be discussed in later sections. In addition, the GCM includes processes

(boundary-layer turbulence and large-scale circulations) that could cause the free-atmo-

spheric radiative constraint on global-mean precipitation (Eq. 2) to be inaccurate, and as

such the idealized simulations provide a test of this constraint.

Global-mean precipitation increases with warming for both sets of simulations (Fig. 2a,

b). The behavior in the limits of very low and high temperatures is broadly consistent with

what might be expected from a simple analysis of the surface energy balance using bulk

transfer formulae (Pierrehumbert 2002): precipitation tends to zero for sufficiently low

temperatures because of low-specific humidities, and precipitation is limited at high

temperatures by the availability of solar radiation at the surface (as discussed in the next

section). In the ‘‘greenhouse-gas’’ simulations, the approximation of global-mean precip-

itation by the net radiative loss of the atmosphere (the dashed red line in Fig. 2a) is not

accurate because of substantial changes in the surface sensible heat flux over the range of

climates. The net radiative loss of the free atmosphere gives much better agreement (the

dashed blue line in Fig. 2a). The free atmosphere is defined here as the atmosphere above

the level r = 0.86, where r is pressure normalized by surface pressure. This level is

chosen to give the best overall fit of radiative loss to precipitation and is taken to be

representative of the nominal LCL in the approximate radiative constraint given by Eq. 2.

But, the global-mean LCL is actually lower in the atmosphere (r ^ 0.93), a discrepancy

which likely relates to the occurrence of substantial boundary layer fluxes at levels

somewhat higher than the LCL. The rate of change of global-mean precipitation is

2.5% K-1 near the reference climate (the climate most similar to present-day Earth),

compared to 1.5% K-1 for the net radiative loss of the atmosphere and 2.6% K-1 for the

net radiative loss of the free atmosphere. The improvement gained from considering the

free atmosphere is not as great in the solar series of simulations, but the overall accuracy of

the free-atmospheric radiative constraint is not much worse; the rates of change at the

reference climate are 3.2% K-1 for precipitation, 2.6% K-1 for the net radiative loss of the

atmosphere, and 2.9% K-1 for the net radiative loss of the free atmosphere.

Our results provide some support for the approximation of global-mean precipitation

under climate change using the net radiative loss of the free atmosphere. We will also find

this to be a useful approximation in Sect. 4.2 when considering the effect on precipitation

of black carbon aerosols at different levels in the atmosphere.

3 Upper Bound on Precipitation

Figure 2a shows that the rate of growth of global-mean precipitation with temperature

declines sharply in the very warm climates of the ‘‘greenhouse-gas’’ series of simulations,

despite the quasi-exponential increase with temperature of atmospheric water vapor con-

tent (O’Gorman and Schneider 2008), and suggesting the possibility of an upper bound on
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precipitation for a given solar constant (Pierrehumbert 1999, 2002; O’Gorman and

Schneider 2008). In very warm climates, the atmosphere is optically thick in the longwave

and the net longwave radiative flux at the surface becomes small. As discussed by Pi-

errehumbert (2002), the boundary layer becomes stable (with the near-surface air tem-

perature greater than the surface temperature), and boundary layer turbulence is

suppressed. To the extent that the surface sensible heat flux is small, the surface energy

budget implies that the surface latent heat flux should then be equal to the absorbed

shortwave radiation at the surface, corresponding to the horizontal line in Fig. 2a (the

shortwave fluxes are held constant in this idealized set of simulations). The absorbed

shortwave radiation is not exactly an upper bound because the surface sensible heat flux

becomes directed downward providing additional energy for the evaporation of water

(Pierrehumbert 2002). Similarly, in the simulations in which the solar constant is increased,

precipitation approaches (but does not reach) the limit given by the absorbed shortwave

radiation at the surface (Fig. 2b).

Thus, the energetic constraint on precipitation becomes relatively simple in the limit of

very warm climates, although the exact amount of precipitation achievable may depend on

poorly understood details of boundary-layer turbulence and radiative transfer. It is useful to

remember the limiting case of very warm climates when considering the differences in

scaling of water vapor concentrations and precipitation and, as discussed in the next

section, the different responses of precipitation to solar and CO2 forcings. The upper bound

on global-mean precipitation given by the absorbed surface shortwave radiation is also

relevant to very warm climates of the past, in which continental runoff plays an important

role in the weathering thermostat (Pierrehumbert 2002; Le Hir et al. 2009). Le Hir et al.

(2009) found that global-mean precipitation and continental runoff behaved similarly in the

global mean as the climate changed, but it is not clear that this is a general result, and a

better understanding of the constraints on precipitation over land is desirable.

4 Contributions to Changes in Precipitation

We next discuss the different contributions to changes in precipitation and how they lead to

different responses of precipitation compared with temperature depending on the forcing

agent. The response of global-mean precipitation to temperature change is clearly quite

different for greenhouse-gas versus solar forcing, as evidenced by the leveling-off of

precipitation at high temperatures in Fig. 2a compared with the continuous growth in

Fig. 2b. Figure 3 [reproduced from Andrews et al. (2009)] shows a similar difference in

behavior, but now for subsequent years following an instantaneous doubling of CO2 or an

instantaneous increase in solar irradiance in an atmospheric GCM coupled to a slab ocean.

The response to CO2 forcing is characterized by an initial decrease in precipitation, fol-

lowed by a quasi-linear increase with temperature (e.g., Yang et al. 2003; Andrews et al.

2009). The response to solar forcing has a similar form but with a smaller initial decrease

(extrapolating the precipitation curve to zero temperature change). As a result, the

hydrological sensitivity, defined as the ratio of precipitation change to temperature change,

is quite different at equilibrium for the CO2 and solar forcings (compare the dotted lines in

Fig. 3).3 But, note that the slopes of the precipitation curves are similar for both forcings

3 Interestingly, if the hydrological sensitivity is instead defined in terms of TOA radiative forcing rather
than temperature change, it is not very different between solar and CO2 forcing (Lambert and Faull 2007).
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(the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 3), so that the differential dependence of precipitation on

temperature is similar.

The linear dependence of precipitation on temperature shown in Fig. 3 suggests that it

may be useful to rewrite the atmospheric energy budget (Eq. 1), decomposing the right

hand side (and the precipitation change) into a temperature-dependent part (kdT) and a

temperature-independent part G,

LdP ¼ kdT þ G; ð3Þ

where k is a constant, and dT is the change in global-mean surface temperature (e.g., Allen

and Ingram 2002). There are several ways to make this decomposition in practice. Previdi

(2010) considers G to include the direct radiative forcing, while kdT represents all feed-

backs, including the change in surface sensible heat flux. Alternatively, one may decom-

pose the response based on timescale into a ‘‘fast’’ component that occurs before sea

surface temperatures (SSTs) respond substantially, and a ‘‘slow’’ component that increases

in magnitude as the SSTs change on a multiyear timescale (Yang et al. 2003; Lambert and

Faull 2007; Lambert and Webb 2008; Lambert and Allen 2009; Andrews et al. 2009, 2010;

Takahashi 2009b; Bala et al. 2010; Andrews and Forster 2010; Frieler et al. 2011). The

‘‘slow’’ and ‘‘fast’’ responses may be calculated using fixed SST simulations or by

regressing transient changes in precipitation and temperature (e.g., by calculating the slope

and offset of the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 3).

4.1 Feedbacks

We first focus on the temperature-dependent part of the precipitation response and ask

what physical processes contribute to its magnitude and the range of roughly

1.4–3.4% K-1 found in modern climate model simulations (Lambert and Webb 2008).

Fig. 3 Change in global-mean precipitation versus change in global-mean surface air temperature averaged
over individual years subsequent to an instantaneous increase in CO2 (asterisks) or solar irradiance
(triangles) in simulations with the Hadley Centre Slab-Ocean Model version 3. There is a large initial
decrease in precipitation in response to CO2 forcing, but the slopes of the subsequent linear responses are
similar for the solar and CO2 simulations. Dotted lines show the slopes corresponding to the hydrological
sensitivities calculated from the initial and final states [Fig. 7 from Andrews et al. (2009). � American
Meteorological Society. Reprinted with permission]
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We make use of the radiative kernel technique (Soden et al. 2008) as applied to

feedbacks on global-mean precipitation within the framework of the atmospheric energy

budget by Previdi (2010). The simulations used are drawn from the World Climate

Research Programme’s (WCRP’s) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3

(CMIP3) archive. We present results based on the climate change from 2001–2010 to

2101–2110 under an emissions scenario for greenhouse gases and aerosols (SRES A1B).

The feedback analysis quantifies the contributions to kdT in Eq. 3 from radiative feedbacks

due to changes in tropospheric temperature, water vapor, clouds, and albedo, and from

changes in surface sensible heat flux. We further decompose the temperature feedback into

a Planck feedback (associated with vertically uniform warming) and a lapse rate feedback

(associated with vertically nonuniform warming). We adopt the convention of Previdi

(2010) that a positive feedback corresponds to a gain of energy for the atmospheric column

and a negative feedback on precipitation. The feedbacks are shown in Fig. 4 for the nine

climate models for which the necessary data were available [see Previdi (2010) for details].

This figure may be compared with Fig. 1 of Bony et al. (2006), which shows TOA

radiative feedbacks rather than the atmospheric energy budget feedbacks shown here.

The water vapor feedback tends to suppress precipitation as a result of both increased

shortwave heating and reduced longwave cooling [Previdi (2010); although Mitchell et al.

(1987) and Hall and Manabe (2000) conclude that longwave radiative feedback enhances

precipitation under warming based on different simulations and analysis]. The reduced

longwave cooling is a residual of opposing effects of increases in specific humidity in the

lower troposphere which tend to cool the atmospheric column and increases in specific

humidity in the upper troposphere which tend to warm the atmospheric column (Previdi

2010). The effect of changes in water vapor concentrations is, therefore, strongly altitude

dependent. Takahashi (2009b) argued that inter-model scatter in the change in clear-sky

absorption of shortwave radiation by water vapor is important for inter-model scatter in the

precipitation response and that the source of the inter-model scatter was not from different

radiative transfer schemes or different changes in the amount of column water vapor. The
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Fig. 4 Feedbacks (blue dashes) on the atmospheric energy budget in coupled simulations with nine climate
models. Positive values indicate a gain in energy for the atmospheric column and a negative feedback on
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water vapor feedback is slightly stronger and has greater inter-model scatter than the

feedback that would result from an invariant relative humidity distribution (black dashes in

Fig. 4). A consistent pattern of relative humidity changes is found in response to warming

in climate model simulations (e.g., Mitchell et al. 1987; Sherwood et al. 2010), and

although the fractional changes in relative humidity are not as large as the fractional

changes in saturation vapor pressure, they may still be expected to affect radiative fluxes.

The lapse rate feedback is of similar strength to the water vapor feedback, but it tends to

enhance precipitation. The magnitudes of the lapse rate and water vapor feedbacks are

correlated between models, but they have opposite sign, so that the sum of the two

feedbacks (WV ? LR) has less inter-model scatter than might otherwise be expected. A

similar relationship between lapse rate and water vapor feedbacks has been found for TOA

radiative feedbacks (e.g., Bony et al. 2006; Soden et al. 2008).

The cloud feedback is calculated by adjusting the change in cloud radiative forcing to

account for cloud-masking effects (Soden et al. 2008; Previdi 2010). It can be positive or

negative depending on the model, but tends to suppress precipitation in the multi-model

mean. Stephens and Ellis (2008) also found that cloud effects tended to mute the increase

in precipitation in the multi-model mean. Although shortwave cloud radiative feedbacks

contribute strongly to inter-model scatter in climate sensitivity, they might be expected to

have less impact on the atmospheric cooling that controls changes in precipitation

(Lambert and Webb 2008). Nonetheless, cloud radiative feedback is the single biggest

contributor to inter-model scatter if the water vapor and lapse rate feedbacks are considered

as one contribution.

With the exception of one model, the surface sensible heat flux feedback tends to

increase precipitation and has relatively little inter-model scatter. The Planck feedback is

large in magnitude and has almost the same value in all models considered (-2.1 to

-2.2 W m-2 K-1). The albedo feedback is very small in magnitude and is not shown. The

sum of the feedbacks has a value of *-2W m-2 K-1 and must be combined with the

forcing to give the change in precipitation found in these simulations. Compared with

previous analyses of TOA radiative feedbacks (e.g., Bony et al. 2006), some of the primary

differences are the negligible albedo feedback, the addition of the surface sensible heat

flux, a possibly smaller contribution to scatter from the cloud feedback, and a possibly

greater contribution from changes in relative humidity.

4.2 Dependence on Forcing Agent

We next consider the dependence of the precipitation response on the nature of the forcing

agent. The direct radiative effect of increased concentrations of CO2 is to decrease the net

upwelling longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) and increase the net

downwelling longwave radiation at the surface, with a net decrease in the radiative loss of

the atmosphere [contributing to G \ 0 in Eq. 3] (Ramanathan 1981; Mitchell et al. 1987).

Consequently, if surface temperature is held fixed and CO2 concentrations are increased,

then global-mean precipitation decreases (e.g., Yang et al. 2003), consistent with Fig. 3.

The direct radiative effect of increased insolation is much smaller in the atmospheric

energy budget than in the TOA budget since much of the increased shortwave radiation

passes through the atmosphere or is scattered back to space. Nonetheless, an increase in

insolation does lead to increased shortwave absorption in the atmosphere, which tends to

decrease precipitation. Because of the difference in the fast response of precipitation to

solar and CO2 forcing (Fig. 3), we expect global-mean precipitation to decrease in an

idealized geoengineering experiment in which the effect on global-mean surface
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temperature of higher concentrations of greenhouse gases is offset by the effect of a

decrease in solar constant. Bala et al. (2008) find that global-mean precipitation is reduced

by *2% for a doubling of CO2 in such a geoengineering experiment, which is roughly

consistent with what might be inferred from Fig. 3.

Figure 5a [based on Table 2 of Andrews et al. (2010)] shows that the slow tem-

perature-dependent part of the response is quite similar for solar, CO2, and aerosol,

forcing, so that the different responses to different forcing agents arises primarily

because of the fast component of the response.4 Aerosols affect precipitation in a

number of different ways (e.g., Ramanathan et al. 2001), but here we will discuss their

effect on precipitation through their radiative role in the energetic constraint on pre-

cipitation. Figure 5a shows that sulfate aerosols yield a similar precipitation response to

solar forcing, as might be expected given that they scatter shortwave radiation. How-

ever, increases in the burden of black carbon aerosols may decrease global-mean pre-

cipitation even as they increase global-mean surface temperature because of a strongly

negative fast response (Fig. 5a).

The negative fast response of precipitation to black carbon aerosols results from

absorption of shortwave radiation in the troposphere (induced changes in cloud radiative

effects may also play a role). Whether or not the total precipitation response is negative

depends on the level in the atmosphere at which the black carbon aerosols occur (Ming

et al. 2010; Ban-Weiss et al. 2011). This was demonstrated by Ming et al. (2010) in a set

of simulations in which the burden of black carbon aerosols was increased at different

levels in the troposphere [Fig. 5b, which is based on Table 1 of Ming et al. (2010)].

Roughly speaking, precipitation decreases when black carbon aerosols are added in the

free troposphere, but it increases when they are added near the surface. In all cases shown

in Fig. 5b, the surface temperature increases, changes in shortwave absorption provide a

negative contribution to the precipitation change, and changes in surface sensible heat

flux and temperature provide a positive contribution.5 If black carbon aerosols are added

near the surface, the increased shortwave absorption is partially canceled by a decrease in

the upward sensible heat flux, and precipitation increases because of the increase in

radiative cooling related to the increase in temperature. The sensible heat flux response is

considerably smaller if the aerosol is added in the free troposphere, and the increase in

shortwave heating is then partially balanced by a decrease in latent heating (and

precipitation).

The precipitation response to black carbon aerosols is more easily understood using

the approximate balance of precipitation and free-atmospheric radiative cooling (Eq. 2)

in which radiative heating near the surface and surface sensible heat fluxes do not enter.

In the case of the addition of black carbon aerosols near the surface, the only effect on

free atmosphere radiative cooling is through the temperature increase, and precipitation

increases accordingly. When black carbon aerosols are added higher up in the atmo-

sphere, they directly affect the free-atmospheric radiative heating and precipitation

decreases.

4 Andrews et al. (2010) show that the temperature dependence of the slow precipitation response is similar
for nine different forcing scenarios. The precipitation sensitivities are normalized by a temperature change
that is different for the slow and total responses because the fast response includes a change in land surface
temperature and the slow response is calculated as the difference between total and fast responses.
5 Ming et al. (2010) consider the change in surface sensible heat flux to be part of the fast or temperature-
independent response.
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5 Transient Changes in Precipitation

The discussion of the preceding section makes clear that changes in surface temperature

are not sufficient to determine the equilibrium response of precipitation, but rather that

changes in atmospheric radiative forcing must also be specified. Temperature changes may

occur on an entirely different timescale to the radiative forcing, and the transient evolution

of precipitation depends on the evolution of both radiative forcing and temperature. For

example, we expect a slower rate of increase in precipitation with respect to temperature in

a period in which both greenhouse-gas concentrations and temperature are increasing than

in a period in which greenhouse-gas concentrations have stabilized but temperature con-

tinues to increase (Andrews and Forster 2010).

Some further nonintuitive properties of the transient precipitation response have recently

been illustrated in coupled climate model simulations (Wu et al. 2010; Cao et al. 2011). Wu

et al. (2010) showed that, in response to a change in the trend of atmospheric CO2 con-

centrations from upward to downward, temperature begins to fall almost immediately, but

the rate of increase in precipitation actually accelerates, before eventually decreasing after

several decades. Cao et al. (2011) found a similar behavior in response to a rampdown of

CO2 concentrations [Fig. 6c; reproduced from Cao et al. (2011)] and also demonstrated an

extreme limit of the same behavior in which CO2 concentrations are changed in a step-like

manner, first upward and then downward, resulting in downward and then upward spikes in

precipitation (red lines in Fig. 6a, b; see also Fig. 3). As discussed by Wu et al. (2010) and

Cao et al. (2011), these transient responses may be understood using the energetic constraint

on precipitation. For example, a sudden decrease in CO2 concentrations leads to an increase

in radiative cooling and an increase in precipitation. Only on the slow timescale of the
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Fig. 5 a Sensitivities of the total and slow precipitation responses for different forcings (CO2, solar, sulfate
aerosols, and black carbon aerosols) in simulations with an atmospheric model coupled to a mixed-layer
ocean. The total response is the sum of the slow and fast responses [based on Table 2 of Andrews et al.
(2010)]. b Terms in the perturbation atmospheric energy budget in response to additional black carbon
aerosols at different r-levels in simulations with an atmospheric GCM coupled to a mixed-layer ocean. The
terms shown are the changes in atmospheric absorption induced directly by the absorbing aerosols (dAA),
radiative feedbacks (krdT) with surface temperature T and kr = 1.8 W m-2 K-1, the change in latent
heating associated with precipitation LdP, and the change in upward sensible heat flux (dSH). We show
-dAA and -dSH so that all terms are positive when contributing to a positive change in precipitation [based
on Table 1 of Ming et al. (2010)]
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ensuing temperature decrease does the radiative cooling and precipitation decrease. The

precipitation and temperature responses are more qualitatively similar to one another in a

simulation in which the step-like changes are in the solar constant (blue lines in Fig. 6a, b),

consistent with the much smaller fast response of precipitation for solar forcing. (The

magnitude of the changes in solar constant are chosen to give similar surface temperature

variations as for the CO2 simulation). From the surface energy budget perspective, the rate

of ocean heat uptake should be expected to influence the transient response of evaporation

and precipitation. However, the time history of ocean heat uptake is almost identical in the

simulations with solar and CO2 step-like changes (Fig. 6d), which shows that the sudden

reduction in ocean heat uptake at year 70 is not necessarily sufficient to give a temporary

increase in precipitation, depending on the nature of the radiative forcing.

The energetic perspective also makes clear that radiative feedbacks will be important

for low-frequency variability of precipitation. For example, Hall and Manabe (2000) found

a reduction in the interannual variability of global-mean precipitation in a climate model

simulation in which the longwave radiative feedback of water vapor was suppressed.

6 Regional Changes in Precipitation

We have focused on the energetic constraint on global-mean precipitation, but regional

changes in precipitation are of greater importance for impacts of climate change. Regional

(a)

(b) (d)

(c)

Fig. 6 Temporal variations in a, c surface air temperature, b, c precipitation, and d ocean heat uptake in
three simulations with a coupled climate model (HadCM3L). In the ‘‘step’’ simulations (a, b, d),
atmospheric CO2 or the solar constant are instantaneously increased and then instantaneously returned to
their initial value after 70 years (CO2 is quadrupled or the solar constant is increased by 4.54%). In the CO2

ramp simulation (c, d), atmospheric CO2 is increased by 2% per year until quadrupling after 70 years, and
then decreased by 2% per year until the original value is reached [dashed black line in (c)]. Note the
downward and upward spikes in precipitation in the CO2 step simulation at years 0 and 70, respectively
[reproduction of Fig. 1 of Cao et al. (2011)]
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precipitation changes have been conventionally analyzed in terms of column water vapor

balance, relating the difference between precipitation and evaporation to the water vapor

flux convergence (e.g., Held and Soden 2006; Seager et al. 2010). The energy budget has

sometimes been used as an additional constraint to account for changes in the circulation

which are an important regional contributor to the changes in precipitation (Chou and

Neelin 2004; Chou et al. 2009; Levermann et al. 2009; Chou and Chen 2010). Alterna-

tively, the energetic approach to global-mean precipitation changes may be extended to

local precipitation changes by including changes in horizontal transports of dry static

energy (DSE),

LdP ¼ dQþ dH; ð4Þ

where dH is the change in the vertical integral of the DSE flux divergence, and we will

refer to Q = RTOA - RSFC - SH as the diabatic cooling (excluding latent heating).6 The

vertical integral in dH is taken over the atmospheric column, although it could be

approximated by a vertical integral over the troposphere. Increases in DSE flux divergence

cool the atmospheric column and tend to increase precipitation for fixed diabatic cooling.

Muller and O’Gorman (2011) used this local energy budget to analyze changes in pre-

cipitation in simulations drawn from the CMIP3 archive under the A1B emissions scenario

(Fig. 7a). They showed that a simple approximation dPapprox for the change in local
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Fig. 7 Energetic perspective on local precipitation changes in the multi-model mean of CMIP3
simulations: a change in precipitation (mm day-1), b an approximation dPapprox ¼ dhPi þ dHm=L that

neglects changes in eddy dry static energy (DSE) fluxes and spatial variations in the change in diabatic
cooling, c the inter-model correlation coefficient of the change in precipitation and diabatic cooling, and
d the global-mean of this correlation coefficient as a function of the length scale of a spatial filter that is first
applied to the changes in precipitation and diabatic cooling [see Muller and O’Gorman (2011) for details]

6 In the case of tropical precipitation extremes, the primary balance is between latent heating and DSE flux
divergence (Muller et al. 2011).
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precipitation dP is given in terms of the change in the vertical integral of the DSE flux

divergence by the mean circulation (dHm) and the change in global-mean precipitation

(dhPi), such that LdPapprox ¼ LdhPi þ dHm (Fig. 7b). Further simple approximations may

then be made to relate components of dHm to changes in temperature and mid-tropospheric

vertical velocity (Muller and O’Gorman 2011), resulting in approximate relations com-

parable to those used in the water vapor budget approach (e.g., Held and Soden 2006).

Locally, changes in diabatic cooling may be balanced by changes in precipitation or

changes in DSE flux divergence. A fundamental question then arises as to what extent local

changes in diabatic cooling dQ are in fact reflected in local changes in precipitation dP. For

example, one might ask to what extent localized radiative forcing from aerosols will be

related to a corresponding local change in precipitation. Muller and O’Gorman (2011)

addressed this question by examining the inter-model correlation coefficient between

changes in precipitation dP and changes in diabatic cooling dQ and found that, while

dP and dQ were positively correlated over land, they were negatively correlated over ocean

because of cloud and water vapor feedbacks (Fig. 7c). The scale dependency of the

relationship between dP and dQ was addressed by smoothing over a range of length scales

prior to calculation of the correlation coefficient. The global-mean correlation coefficient

reaches a value of 0.5 for a smoothing length scale of *7,000 km (Fig. 7d), implying that

only on relatively large scales or over land are dP and dQ strongly positively correlated.

Further work is needed to understand the physical processes that contribute to the corre-

lation between changes in precipitation and diabatic cooling at different length scales and

to better understand the contrast between their relationship over land and ocean (cf.

Trenberth and Shea 2005; Lambert and Allen 2009).

7 Observations of the Atmospheric Energetic Constraint on Precipitation

The energetic constraint on global precipitation is difficult to confirm observationally.

Long-term (50 or more years) observations of precipitation (surface rain gauges) are

primarily confined to northern hemisphere land regions (e.g., Min et al. 2011), while

spatially complete ocean estimates are only available through satellite retrievals of infrared

radiances since 1979 and microwave radiances since 1987 (Huffman et al. 2009) and

contain substantial uncertainties relating to sampling and calibration (Adler et al. 2001).

Reconstructions of past precipitation may be made using reanalyses or surface pressure and

temperature measurements (e.g., Arkin et al. 2010), but they are limited by the homoge-

neity of input data and the physical relationships employed.

Estimates of Earth’s radiative energy balance are limited to an even greater extent:

satellite data have provided near-global estimates of variability for much of the period

since 1985 (Wielicki et al. 2002; Loeb et al. 2009) but with substantial calibration and

sampling issues (Trenberth 2002; Wong et al. 2006). Surface measurements are limited to

solar radiometers available for a handful of locations over land since the 1950s (Wild

1999), increasing to around 50 well-calibrated longwave and shortwave radiation mea-

surements for the recent decade (Ohmura et al. 1998). Therefore, estimating recent

changes in the surface and atmospheric radiative balance is currently possible only through

the additional use of reanalyses data sets combined with additional modeling (Zhang et al.

2004).

Current global variability in P and its driving variables are compared in Fig. 8. During

this period, global-mean surface air temperature (T) varied by almost 1 K, primarily
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relating to El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), but also a cooling in 1992 following the

eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in June 1991 and a warming trend during the 1990s.

7.1 Observed Changes in Surface Temperature and Water Vapor

Atmospheric moisture is tightly coupled to global temperatures (Fig. 8a, b) as evidenced

by column integrated water vapor (W) from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager [SSM/I;

Wentz and Schabel (2000)] and the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) Interim ReAnalysis [ERA Interim; Dee et al. (2011)] and also by surface-

specific humidity (q) from HadCRUH observations (Willett et al. 2008). Global SSM/I

estimates are constructed using ocean-only SSM/I data between 50�S–50�N and applying

ERA Interim values elsewhere. ERA Interim W reduces with time compared with the

SSM/I estimates, attributable to differences over the tropical oceans (John et al. 2009), and

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8 Global-mean de-seasonalized monthly anomalies in a surface air temperature, b column integrated
water vapor and surface-specific humidity, c precipitation and d total net radiative cooling of the
atmosphere. A 3-month smoothing is applied for clarity. The mean anomaly for January 1989 to December
1990 is subtracted from each time series
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may be an artifact of the observing system as documented previously (Trenberth et al.

2001; Allan et al. 2002; Bengtsson et al. 2004).

Similarity between HadCRUH and SSM/I-ERA interim estimates of global moisture

variability (r = 0.86) is striking, both demonstrating the robust relationship between low-

level moisture and temperature (dW/dT * 7% K-1; Table 1), close to that expected from

the Clausius–Clapeyron equation (O’Gorman and Muller 2010). This has been documented

previously using surface observations (Willett et al. 2008), satellite data (Wentz and

Schabel 2000; Santer et al. 2007; Allan 2009), and radiosonde soundings (Durre et al.

2009). The dependence of atmospheric water vapor amounts on temperature is important in

accounting for observed contrasting regional precipitation responses (Zhang et al. 2007), in

particular for the ascending and descending portions of the tropical circulation (Allan et al.

2010) and enhanced tropical seasonality (Chou et al. 2007), and for the observed increase

in the intensity of precipitation (Rajeevan et al. 2008; O’Gorman and Schneider 2009a;

Zolina et al. 2010; Allan et al. 2010; Min et al. 2011). Importantly for the energetic

constraint on precipitation, increases in atmospheric water vapor content are also physi-

cally consistent with enhanced longwave radiative cooling of the atmosphere to the surface

(Allan 2006; Stephens and Ellis 2008; Philipona et al. 2009) and enhanced shortwave

radiative heating of the atmosphere (Allan 2009; Takahashi 2009b).

7.2 Observed Changes in Precipitation

Observed global precipitation changes (Fig. 8c) are from the Global Precipitation Cli-

matology Project [GPCP v2.2; Huffman et al. (2009)], which combines infrared and SSM/I

microwave radiances over ice-free oceans since 1988 and rain gauges over land, and an

estimate from Wentz et al. (2007), who combined SSM/I data over ice-free oceans with

GPCP data over remaining regions. Simulated precipitation from ERA Interim is also

shown and displays a negative trend up until 2005, as noted by John et al. (2009), and a

rapid increase over the period 2006–2010, variations which are known to be erroneous

(Dee et al. 2011). Since the hydrological cycle in reanalyses is not well-constrained

globally, their representation of decadal changes in water vapor and precipitation is

unlikely to be realistic.

Global precipitation from GPCP shows a weak positive relationship with surface

temperature from HadCRUT (dP/dT = 3.4% K-1) over the period 1989–2008 (Table 1),

similar to values estimated by Adler et al. (2008) for the period 1979–2006. Allowing for

autocorrelation using the method of Yang and Tung (1998), which estimates 36 degrees of

freedom in the time series, this is only just significant at the 95% confidence level. The

autocorrelation timescale for precipitation (6 months) is notably shorter than for water

vapor and net radiation (both around 20 months); the timescale dependence of the

Table 1 Linear least squares fits for selected deseasonalized global-mean monthly variables and data sets
over the period 1989–2008

Variables (dy/dx) Data set (y) Data set (x) dy/dx ± SE r

dW/dT SSM/I, ERA Interim HadCRUT 6.6 ± 0.4% K-1 0.87

dP/dT GPCP HadCRUT 3.4 ± 0.9% K-1 0.40

dQr/dT ERA Interim ERA Interim 2.5 ± 0.3 W m-2K-1 0.71

LdP/dQr GPCP ERA Interim 1.0 ± 0.2 0.54
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controlling processes may provide further insight into the role of forcing, feedback, and

response (Harries and Futyan 2006).

There is considerable sensitivity of precipitation response to the data set and time period

chosen (Quartly et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2008; John et al. 2009). The relationship with

temperature changes found above (dP/dT = 3.4% K-1) is weaker than calculated by Wentz

et al. (2007), who estimated a 7% K-1 response for a shorter time period (Adler et al.

2008), and is also weaker than estimated changes in ocean evaporation (Yu 2007; Li et al.

2011). These estimates were based upon linear trends in precipitation and temperature

which introduce substantial uncertainty given the short length of the climate record and the

influence of ENSO and volcanic eruptions (Gu et al. 2007; Lambert et al. 2008); the esti-

mated observed responses are, therefore, not inconsistent with the large spread in responses

calculated from climate models using similar methods (Previdi and Liepert 2008; Liepert

and Previdi 2009; Allan 2009). The larger response over the period 1987–2006 (Wentz et al.

2007) may be consistent with an apparent intensification of the Walker and Hadley circu-

lation since 1979 (Sohn and Park 2010; Zahn and Allan 2011; Li et al. 2011) although

declines in circulation have also been identified by other authors (Vecchi et al. 2006; Power

and Smith 2007; Gastineau and Soden 2011), based upon reanalyses and satellite wind data.

A blended reconstruction of twentieth century precipitation by Arkin et al. (2010), based

upon gauge observations over land and surface temperature and pressure patterns over

ocean, suggests a smaller hydrological sensitivity of 2.5% K-1.

7.3 Estimating Net Radiative Cooling

The energetic constraint on precipitation discussed in previous sections implies that

changes in global-mean precipitation depend both on changes in the radiative cooling of

the atmosphere and changes in surface sensible heat flux. As discussed in Sect. 2, the net

atmospheric radiative cooling above the sub-cloud layer may provide a more direct link to

global-mean precipitation (Takahashi 2009a), but given the difficulties of generating such a

data set, we instead use the approach of Allan (2006) and show estimates of the net

radiative cooling of the atmosphere (Qr, longwave radiative cooling minus shortwave

radiative heating) in Fig. 8d.

There is poor agreement between estimates of Qr from the NASA Global Energy and

Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Surface Radiation Budget (SRB) project, which uses

cloud and radiation information retrieved from satellite and atmospheric profiles from

reanalyses as input to radiative transfer models (Stackhouse et al. 2011) and the ERA

Interim reanalysis project. Variability from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology

Project (ISCCP) D2 radiative flux products (Zhang et al. 2004) is substantially larger (not

shown), showing poor agreement with SRB and ERA Interim. John et al. (2009) also found

larger differences in atmospheric longwave and shortwave radiative divergence between

data sets for the tropical ocean. One of the problems with the approach adopted by SRB

and ISCCP is that surface radiative fluxes are not well constrained by the satellite mea-

surements, in particular for the longwave fluxes, and homogeneity of the ISCCP data set is

questionable (Evan et al. 2007).

Although ERA Interim clouds are generated by model parameterizations, the simulation

of changes in net radiation at the top of the atmosphere is reasonable based upon com-

parison with satellite data (Allan 2011) and, notwithstanding issues with drifts in W
shown in Fig. 8b and the lack of account for changes in aerosol optical depth, appear

physically reasonable based upon the relationship with surface temperature (dQr/dT =

2.5 W m-2 K-1, Table 1) and previous analysis (Allan 2009; John et al. 2009). Although
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clouds contribute to heating of the moist tropical troposphere and cooling of the atmo-

spheric column for stratocumulus regions and higher latitudes (Sohn 1999), their impact

upon decadal changes in the atmospheric radiative budget may be weak, as discussed by

John et al. (2009). (For climate models, Fig. 4 shows that the cloud radiative feedback on

precipitation is not different from zero to within the inter-model scatter.)

7.4 Observed Link Between Precipitation and Atmospheric Net Radiative Cooling

The relationship between GPCP P (converted into units of W m-2 by multiplying by the

latent heat of condensation L) and ERA Interim Qr, LdP/dQr = 1.0 ± 0.2, is weak

(Table 1) although statistically significant at the 95% confidence level allowing for

autocorrelation and it is also physically reasonable. Accounting more carefully for changes

in aerosol, cloud and water vapor may improve the observational constraint on precipi-

tation changes. For example, decadal trends in aerosol optical depth associated with global

‘‘dimming’’ and ‘‘brightening’’ (Wild et al. 2005; Mishchenko et al. 2007) are thought to

explain increases in rainfall over land during the 1990s (Wild et al. 2008; Wild and Liepert

2010).

Within the framework of the atmospheric energy budget constraint on precipitation,

scattering aerosols influence atmospheric radiative cooling and precipitation through the

surface temperature response, but absorbing aerosols also directly lead to radiative heating

of the atmosphere and thus may affect precipitation independent of surface temperature

changes (Lambert et al. 2008; Andrews et al. 2009; Ming et al. 2010; Ban-Weiss et al.

2011), as discussed in Sect. 4.2. A further influence on hydrological sensitivity relates to

greenhouse gases. Decadal trends in P are influenced by the secular rises in CO2 con-

centrations which act in a similar way to absorbing aerosols by radiatively heating the

atmosphere. Based upon these arguments, rising CO2 concentrations in the 2000s, com-

bined with stable decadal temperature, should result in a negative precipitation trend; this

is not immediately obvious from Fig. 8c.

8 Conclusions

We have given a review of many of the insights to be gained from the energetic perspective

on the response of precipitation to climate change. A number of open questions remain,

several of which we now discuss briefly.

While it is clear that the atmospheric energy budget constrains the possible changes in

global-mean precipitation, especially in warm climates, there is still some uncertainty as to

the nature of the constraint. For example, we have discussed whether it may be approxi-

mated as a purely radiative constraint by balancing latent heating with the radiative cooling

of the free atmosphere. Results presented here based on simulations with an idealized

GCM over a wide range of climates provide some support for this free-atmospheric

radiative constraint. Further work is needed to evaluate its accuracy, although the neces-

sary radiative fluxes near the top of the boundary layer are not readily available in global

observational or climate model data sets. It would be straightforward to further test the

accuracy of the free-atmospheric radiative constraint using simulations with a compre-

hensive climate model in which the necessary radiative fluxes were stored. Even if the free-

atmospheric radiative constraint is not very accurate, it may still be useful conceptually.

For example, we have shown that it gives a particularly simple explanation for the sim-

ulated response of precipitation to radiative forcing from black carbon aerosols (Sect. 4.2).
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Considerable progress has been made in quantifying the different feedbacks that con-

tribute to changes in global-mean precipitation. The results presented here [extending the

analysis of Previdi (2010)] suggest that cloud radiative feedbacks are a primary contributor

to the inter-model scatter in the response of precipitation. Further characterization of the

sources of uncertainty in the response of precipitation is desirable, with the aim of clari-

fying the extent to which these are similar to the sources of uncertainty for climate

sensitivity and of identifying the processes whose parameterization is most problematic in

this context. The need to include the changes in surface sensible heat fluxes (unless the

free-atmospheric radiative constraint is proven adequate) distinguishes the problem from

that of TOA radiative feedbacks, and it is important to develop a better understanding of

the response of surface sensible heat fluxes on different timescales and for different

forcings (cf., Liepert and Previdi 2009).

The different responses to different forcing agents have also been described, including

recent progress in quantifying the fast response of precipitation to different types of aerosol

forcing. The vertical structure of changes in water vapor, black carbon aerosols, and clouds

is expected to be important in determining the magnitude and even the sign of the pre-

cipitation response. The combination of slow and fast responses means that it is not

necessarily straightforward to relate observed or simulated transient changes in precipi-

tation to changes in temperature. An intriguing possibility is that it is more appropriate to

relate changes in precipitation to changes in radiative forcing rather than changes in

temperature; in addition to the closer agreement then found between hydrological sensi-

tivities for different forcing agents (Lambert and Faull 2007), it may be more appropriate

to relate changes in energy fluxes to one another than to changes in temperature.

We have discussed how the energetic perspective on global-mean precipitation changes

may be extended to regional precipitation changes by including horizontal energy fluxes

(DSE fluxes) in the analysis. One important question that could be addressed in such a

framework is the extent to which energetics can be used to give a simple constraint on

changes in precipitation over land (for example, in terms of radiative forcings and changes

in surface temperature). Such a constraint would be particularly useful because many of the

available historical observations of precipitation are over land rather than ocean. Lambert

and Allen (2009) found that a simple regression model for precipitation changes that was

adequate in the global-mean was not adequate over land alone, even when land-ocean

energy transports were accounted for. Nonetheless, starting from the full local energy

budget, it should be possible to systematically make approximations to derive the minimal

energetic model needed to account for changes in precipitation over land.

Currently available observations do not allow us to definitively link changes in global-

mean precipitation with changes in the radiative energy budget of the atmosphere.

Uncertainties arise for both the observed changes in radiative fluxes and precipitation, and

more extensive and longer-term observations are clearly desirable. The observations we do

have raise a number of important questions. For example, what sets the different auto-

correlation timescales of global-mean precipitation, column water vapor, and net radiative

cooling? And what are the contributions of different forcing agents to the observed

hydrological sensitivity over different time periods? These basic questions are important

for understanding observations of ongoing changes in the global hydrological cycle.

Progress could be made on several of the open questions identified here using simu-

lations which have recently become available from the Coupled Model Intercomparison

Project phase 5. In particular, the experiments designed to probe fast and slow responses

and the impacts of changes in clouds and aerosols could be used to better understand

precipitation responses in different models and emissions scenarios.
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